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Abstract. Services enable the transformation of the World Wide Web as dis-
tributed interoperable systems interacting beyond organizational boundaries. Ser-
vice licensing enables broader usage of services and a means for designing busi-
ness strategies and relationships. A service license describes the terms and condi-
tions for the use and access of the service in a machine readable way that services
could be able to understand. Service-based applications are largely grounded on
composition of independent services. In that scenario, license compatibility is a
complex issue, requiring careful attention before attempting to merge licenses.
The permissions and the prohibitions imposed by the licenses of services would
deeply impact the composition. Thus, service licensing requires a comprehen-
sive analysis on composition of these rights and requirements conforming to the
nature of operations performed and compensation of services used in composi-
tion. In this paper, we analyze the compatibility of service license by describ-
ing a matchmaking algorithm. Further, we illustrate the composability of service
licenses by creating a composite service license, that is compatible with the li-
censes being composed.
1 Introduction
Service oriented computing (SOC) represents the convergence of technology with an
understanding of cross-organizational business processes [1]. Services enhance theWorld
Wide Web not only for human use, but also for machine use by enabling application
level interactions. Services have an important advance over stand-alone applications:
they intend to make network-accessible operations available anywhere and at anytime.
Thus, services deliver complex business processes and transactions, allowing applica-
tions to be constructed on-the-fly and to be reused [2].
In a dynamic market environment, the usage of services is governed by bilateral
agreements that specify the terms and conditions of using and provisioning the services.
A license is an agreement between parties in which one party receives benefits by giving
2approximately equal value to the other party in exchange. Licensing [3] includes all
transactions between the licensor and the licensee, in which the licensor agrees to grant
the licensee the right to use and access the asset under predefined terms and conditions.
The trend of software transforming to a service oriented paradigm demands for a
new way of licensing for services [4]. Different types of licenses exist for software. As
the nature of services differs significantly from traditional software and components,
services prevent the direct adoption of software and component licenses. As services
are being accessed and consumed in a number of ways, a spectrum of licenses suitable
for services with differing license clauses can be definable. We have formalized the
license clauses for services in [5].
As services are composed with one another, the associated service licenses are also
to be composed. The license of a composite service should be compatible with the
licenses of the services being composed. In this paper, we propose an environment
for composing licenses and analyzing the compatibility between the licenses in case of
service composition. The salient feature of our approach is a matchmaking algorithm for
compatibility analysis of licenses (at license clause level). We also discuss the creation
of a composite service license based on the compatibility of candidate service licenses.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly introduce the structure
of a service license. Section 3 provides details of a matchmaking algorithm and ana-
lyzes the compatibility between licenses at the level of elements. The process of service
license composition based on the compatibility of candidate service licenses is illus-
trated in Section 4. Section 5 discusses related work in this field, showing the distinct
contribution of this paper.
2 Anatomy of a Service License and Service Licensing Language
A service license describes the terms and conditions that permit the use of and access
to a service, in a machine readable way, which services can understand. Licensing of
services raises several issues, including:
1. What rights should be associated with services and how should the rights be ex-
pressed?
2. How can the composite service license be generated being compatible with the
licenses in composition?
We have developed a language ODRL/L(S) [6] by extending the Open Digital
Rights Language (ODRL) [7] to implement the clauses of service licensing. The com-
plete syntax and semantics of ODRL/L(S) can be found in [6]. The structure of a ser-
vice license in ODRL/L(S) is as follows (see Figure 1).
– The Subject model of a service license directly adopts the ODRL Context Model
[7]. The subject of the license relates to the definition of the service being licensed.
This defines some related information about the service and may include a unique
identification code for the service, service name, service location, and other relevant
information.
3– The Scope of Rights, as explained in detail in [5], comprise the extended ODRL
Permission, Requirement, and Constraint Models. Composition is the right of ex-
ecution with the right of interface modification. Derivation is the right of allowing
modifications to the interface as well as the implementation of a service. Further-
more, derivation requires independent execution of the service where composition
is dependent on the execution of services being composed. Adaptation refers to
the right of allowing the use of interface only (independent on the execution of
services). ODRL/L(S) reuses the concept of sharealike and non-commercial use
from the ODRL Creative Commons profile [8]. Further, attribution to services is
facilitated by the ODRL attribution element.
– We adopt the ODRL payment model for representing the Financial model of ser-
vices. However, free/open services [9] could be represented without a payment
model.
– The WIL model defines warranties, indemnities and limitation of liabilities associ-
ated with services.
– The Evolution model specifies modifications in future releases or versions.
Fig. 1. Conceptual mapping of service license clauses
3 Service Licenses Matchmaking and Compatibility Analysis
A license L(S) in ODRL/L(S) for a service S is a finite set of models (generally re-
ferred as license clauses), each of which further consists of a set of elements. Elements
can be specified with value or without value (having the element type only). Elements
can have subelements (referred as subentity in ODRL). Elements can also be nested
4within other elements. Elements are not specified with attributes. Each subelement is
specified with an attribute, a value for attribute, and a value for subelement. The struc-
ture of a license clause is modelled in ODRL/L(S) as shown in Figure 2. An example
of a service license (L1) is shown in Figure 3.
Fig. 2. ODRL/L(S) license clause structure
Fig. 3. Example license L1
5There are certain elements of licenses which are broader in scope of operation than
certain other elements. Assume two services with different license elements say, com-
position and derivation. If a consumer is looking for a service allowing composition,
a service license allowing derivation can also be used, because derivation subsumes
composition. For this reason, we say that derivation and composition are compatible.
For a complete compatibility analysis, the matchmaking algorithm must know about
the possible subsumptions. The concept of subsumption (at the element level) is similar
to the concept of redefinition of a method in a sub-class [10]. Subsumption implies a
match that should occur, if the given license element is more permissive (accepts more)
than the corresponding element in the other license. The subsumption rules for Scope
of Rights are given below (see Table 1):
Element Element Comparison Redefinition
Composition Adaptation Composition ⊃ Adaptation Composition
Derivation Adaptation Derivation ⊃ Adaptation Derivation
Composition Derivation ⊃ Composition Derivation
Table 1. Subsumption rules over Scope of Rights elements
There could also be a scenario when analyzing the compatibility of service licenses
where one of the licenses contains clauses that the other license does not. In certain
cases, the absence of one or several of these clauses does not affect the compatibility
with the other license. Table 2 lists rules used by the matchmaking algorithm to deter-
mine the compatibility of specified against unspecified (“don’t care”) elements.
The matchmaking algorithm compares a license clause of a license with another
license clause of another license. The algorithm analyzes the compatibility of licenses
at the element level. The algorithm performs the compatibility analysis between any
two given licenses 4 to decide whether they are compatible. A license is compatible
with another license if all license clauses are compatible (as defined by the matchmak-
ing algorithm). Service licenses can be combined, if they are found compatible by the
matchmaking algorithm, allowing the corresponding services to be composed.
Assuming that semantics inside a license are agreed by service providers and con-
sumers, the algorithm for matching a license SLα (with subscript α) with another li-
cense SLβ (with subscript β) is given as follows. In the following, we use the symbol
⇔ to denote compatibility. Two licenses are compatible (that is: SLα ⇔ SLβ), if all
the respective models in both the licenses are compatible.
(∀mα : mαSLα ∃mβ : mβSLβ ⇒ (mα ⇔ mβ))
∧ (∀mβ : mβSLβ ∃mα : mαSLα ⇒ (mα ⇔ mβ))
A modelmα is compatible with another modelmβ , if the model types are same (repre-
sented by ≡) and their elements are compatible.
(mα ≡ mβ)
4 The described algorithm does not support service consumer and service provider relationship
between the given licenses, thus bypassing the directional issues of compatibility.
6Element1 Element2 Compatibility Rationale
Adaptation Unspecified Compatible Adaptation is the right for interface
reuse only.
Composition Unspecified Incompatible A license denying composition can not
be compatible with a license allowing
composition.
Composition Adaptation Compatible Based on subsumption (Table 1)
Derivation Unspecified Incompatible Derivation requires the source code
of interface and implementation to be
‘Open’.
Derivation Adaptation or
Composition
Compatible Based on subsumption (Table 1)
Attribution Unspecified Compatible The requirement for specification of at-
tribution will not affect the compatibility
when unspecified.
Sharealike Unspecified Compatible Sharealike affects the composite license
requiring that the composite license
should be similar to the license having
Sharealike element.
NonCommercialUseUnspecified Incompatible Commercial use is denied by NonCom-
mercialUse.
Payment Unspecified Compatible Payment elements do not affect com-
patibility directly, if unspecified. The li-
cense elements related to payment and
charging are dependent on service pro-
visioning issues.
Table 2. Compatibility with unspecified Scope of Rights and Financial Terms elements
∧ (∀eα : eαElements(mα) ∃eβ : eβElements(mβ) ⇒ (eα ⇔ eβ))
∧ (∀eβ : eβElements(mβ) ∃eα : eαElements(mα) ⇒ (eα ⇔ eβ))
Now, an element eα is compatible with another element eβ , if:
– eα and eβ have same type (represented by ≡) or eα can be redefined as eβ using
Table 1 or in case of unspecification of either eα or eβ , use Table 2 for looking the
compatible element;
– eα and eβ have equal value;
– all subelements of eα and eβ are compatible.
– for all nested elements, corresponding elements are compatible.
((eα ≡ eβ) ∨ Redefinition(eα, eβ) ∨ Unspecification(eα, eβ))
∧ (V alue(eα) = V alue(eβ))
∧ (∀sα : sαSubelements(eα) ∃sβ : sβSubelements(eβ) ⇒ (sα ⇔ sβ))
∧ (∀sβ : sβSubelements(eβ) ∃sα : sαSubelements(eα) ⇒ (sα ⇔ sβ))
∧ (∀eα : eαElements(eα) ∃eβ : eβElements(eβ)) ⇒ (eα ⇔ eβ))
∧ (∀eβ : eβElements(eβ) ∃eα : eαElements(eα)) ⇒ (eα ⇔ eβ))
7A subelement sα is compatible with another subelement sβ , if the values of subelements
are equal and if their attributes are of same type (represented by ≡) and the associated
values of attributes are equal.
(V alue(Seα) = V alue(Seβ))
∧ (∀hα : hαAttributes(Seα) ∃hβ : hβAttributes(Seβ)
⇒ (hα ≡ hβ) ∧ (V alue(hα) = V alue(hβ))
∧ (∀hβ : hβAttributes(Seβ) ∃hα : hαAttributes(Seα)
⇒ (hα ≡ hβ) ∧ (V alue(hα) = V alue(hβ))
Assume we now want to analyze the compatibility between license L1 and another
license L2 (shown in Figure 4).
Fig. 4. Example License L2
Following the matchmaking algorithm, we compare licenses at the model level. Line
2 of both licenses are <o-ex:permission> models. The elements in line 3 of L1
(<ls:derivation>) and line 3 of L2 (<ls:composition>) are not of the same
type, but we can redefine one (composition) as the other (derivation) by applying a rule
from Table 1 (derivation subsumes composition).
In lines 5, 6, and 7 of L1 and L2, we compare the model <o-ex:requirement>
with the element <o-ex:attribution>. As the models are of the same type and
the elements are of the same type, the model is compatible.
Then, in line 8 of L1, the <o-ex:requirement> model contains the element
<o-dd:peruse>, which contains <o-dd:payment> element, and in turn, contains
<o-dd:amount>. The corresponding payment term specifications are not specified in
L2. (The service offered by L2 can be made available free of charge, without specifying
the payment model.)
The <o-ex:constraint> model of license L2 (in lines 8 and 9) specifies the
element <o-cc:noncommercialuse>. When the algorithm looks for the element
<o-cc:noncommercialuse> in L1, the algorithm is unable to find as the element
8is unspecified. This indicates that the service with L1 can be used for commercial pur-
poses. From Table 2, the algorithm finds that these clauses are incompatible, and thus
the licenses become incompatible.
4 Service License Composition
Service composition combines of independently developed services into a more com-
plex service. The license of the composite service should be consistent with the licenses
of the individual services. Composability of licenses refers to the generation of the com-
posite service license from the given service licenses for the services being composed.
A pre-requisite for composability of licenses is that the licenses are to be compatible.
A lookup in a service directory for services with a given functionality may result in
multiple candidate services. Each candidate service may be provided under a different
license. When the services are composed, there can be several licenses for the composite
service. The process of a license selection for a service is depicted in Figure 5. The
service consumer/aggregator could manually select one of the services with the desired
functionality and the desired license. Otherwise the process assigns a license to the
composite service (may be most permissible).
Fig. 5. Process of a service license selection with the service functionality
Consider the example of a restaurant service R, composed of a map service and a
resource allocation service. The search for a map service in the service directory might
return several services with the same functionality, but different licenses, say M , M ′,
and M ′′. The search for resource allocation results in services with different licenses,
I , I ′, and I ′′. The composite service R could be licensed under a variety of licenses,
but then must be compatible with the licenses ofM orM ′ orM ′′ and I or I ′ or I ′′ (see
Figure 6). Each combination could lead to the creation of a distinct license for R.
9Fig. 6. Service license composition scenario by license generation and selection
Consider the case where M allows composition and requires attribution, when M
is used by other services. The license ofM in ODRL/L(S) may look like this:
<!-- Namespace declarations go here-->
1 <o-ex:offer>
2 <o-ex:permission>
3 <ls:composition/>
4 </o-ex:permission>
5 <o-ex:requirement>
6 <o-dd:attribution/>
7 </o-ex:requirement>
8 </o-ex:offer>
Assume that I allows access to the source code of the service (derivation) and re-
quires a fee of 1 Euro per use and thus license of I is same as the license shown in
Figure 3.
As the licenses M and I are compatible using the matchmaking algorithm illus-
trated in previous section, they can be composed. The composition of these service
licenses could generate a set of licenses that R may select. Assume that R has the fol-
lowing license (one of the licenses in the set of compatible licenses), compatible with
the licenses ofM and I:
<!-- Namespace declarations go here-->
1 <o-ex:offer>
2 <o-ex:permission>
3 <ls:derivation/>
4 </o-ex:permission>
5 <o-ex:requirement>
6 <o-dd:attribution/>
7 </o-ex:requirement>
8 <o-ex:requirement>
9 <o-dd:peruse>
10
10 <o-dd:payment>
11 <o-dd:amount o-dd:currency="EUR">1.00</o-dd:amount>
12 </o-dd:payment>
13 </o-dd:peruse>
14 </o-ex:requirement>
15 </o-ex:offer>
The composition of candidate service licenses requires to be compatible among
themselves. Furthermore, for composition, each of the candidate service licenses should
also be compatible with the resulting composite service license. Following the match-
making algorithm, it is possible to demonstrate the compatibility of the composite li-
cense (R) with each of the candidate licenses (M and I). Space, however, does not
allow us to show the details of executing the matchmaking algorithm for the example.
5 Related Work and Discussion
Though there are examples of service licenses in practical use (by Amazon, Google, Ya-
hoo!), to the best of our knowledge, there appears to be no conceptualization of service
licensing in general. The business and legal contractual information are not described
at a detailed level by the services research community, either in industry or academia.
Though the design of service licenses seems to be an initiative of the software industry,
there is no active involvement in this topic by industry. One of the primary causes for
this could be fear still faced by industries over the lack of standardization of technolo-
gies surrounding service oriented computing. The need for a language defining both the
internal business needs of an organization and its requirements on external services, and
for a systematic way of linking them to business processes is proposed in [11]. As the
mechanism of technology transfer, licensing addresses how a process is related to and
affects business requirements and needs, describing the legal requirements. Licenses
affect the design of business strategies and relationships, linking the business processes
across boundaries.
In the business domain, consumer confidence is established through a contract with
the service provider. In SOC, such contracts are commonly known as Service level
agreements (SLA). A SLA is viewed as an agreement that specifies a range of perfor-
mance parameters within which the service is provided [12]. Current SLA and policies
specifications for services (WSLA [13], WS-Agreement [14], SLANG [15], WSOL
[16], WS-Policy [17]) define what to measure/ monitor and describe payments/ penal-
ties. Generally, all the specifications focus on the QoS and the terms and conditions
agreed by the provider and consumer.
A SLA can be legally enforced through its specification in a given license (some-
times also called contract 5). License clauses [19] are unexplored by current service
description standards and languages (as mentioned above). A semantic approach for
5 Contracts are signed documents subject to a veritable raft of legal definitions and responsibili-
ties. A contract is enforceable by contract law whereas a license is enforced under the terms of
copyright law in the Common Law jurisdictions. However, the Civil Law jurisdictions do not
make any differences [18] between contracts and licenses.
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digital rights expression based on ontologies is proposed in [20]. ODRL/L(S) is a lan-
guage to represent a service license concretely in a machine readable form so that any
services can automatically interpret the license clauses.
Compatibility between services is one of the active research areas in service oriented
computing. The present researches on the compatibility of services have been focused
on the matching of functional properties of services [21, 22]. A selection processes
for commercial-off-the-shelf components using some of the non-technical features is
addressed in [23], vaguely related to our work. An interesting approach for matching
non-functional properties of Web services represented using WS-Policy is described
in [24]. The most comprehensive work on automated compatibility analysis of WSLA
service level objectives is elaborated in [25]. However, license clauses are not simple
as in the case of service level objectives of WSLA or policies of WS-Policy and can
not be parsed by this algorithm. The problem of licensing compatibility is difficult to
resolve automatically as license clauses are generally written in a natural language (like
English) and contains highly legalized terms, sometimes even difficult for the end users
to understand. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research on a framework for
composing licenses (at least semi-automatically) for services. Not only have we devel-
oped an algorithm for matchmaking of service licenses, but we have also proposed the
way of composing candidate service licenses. The illustrated compatibility analysis of
service licenses in the element level can be applicable to analyze the compatibility of
licenses in any digital assets.
6 Concluding Remarks
The full potential of services as a means of developing dynamic business solutions
will only be realized when cross organizational business processes can federate in a
scale-free manner. Today, services offer programmatic interfaces to applications. How-
ever, many available services are not even considered to provide relevant business value.
Standing on the shoulders of giant industries, the future of services from the perspective
of business is still unclear. As a way of managing the rights between service consumers
and service providers, licenses are of critical importance to services. In this paper, we
have analyzed the compatibility between licenses by describing a comprehensive ser-
vice license matchmaking algorithm. Further, we have described the composition of
service licenses. In our ongoing work, we are describing license conflicts during ser-
vice composition and resolving them by feature interactions.
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